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AGENT INTELLECT AND PHANTASMS.
ON THE PRELIMINARIES OF PERIPATETIC ABSTRACTION

Abstract. This paper discusses some aspects of the controversies regarding the operation of the
agent intellect on sensory images. I selectively consider viervs developed between the l3th century
and the beginning of the 17th century, focusing on positions which question the need for a
(distinct) agent intellect or argue for its essential "inactivity" rvith respect to phantasms. My aim is
to reveal limitations of the Peripatetical framervork for analyzing and explaining the mechanisms
involved in conceptual abstraction. The first section surveys developments of Aristotelian noetics
and abstraction in Ancient and Arabic philosophy. The second section presents a discussion of
some "positive" accounts on abstraction and the agent intellect, and some "nesative" accounrs.

In Peripatetic psychology intellectual knowledge arises from the interplay
between the mind and sensory images. The possible intellect receives what has
been isolated or abstracted from sensory representations by the agent intellect.
In contrast with the direct grasp of cognitive content in the phantasms! as
Aristotle had suggested in De anima, the majority of medieval and
Renaissance Peripatetics posited a mediated assimilation of the essence of
sensible reality, interpreting the Aristotelian psychology of cognition in terms
of a theory of abstraction. The agent intellect plays a crucial role in conceptual
abstraction. It is viewed as the active faculty of human mind or else as a
separate substance which grounds empiricai knowledge by i l luminating or
processing sensory images. The operation of the agent intellect in intellection
was intensely discussed by ancient, medieval and early modern Aristotelians.
These disputes regarded both the ontology of the agent intellect and its role in
generating human knowledge. In this paper, I will discuss some aspects of the
controversies regarding the operation of the agent intellect on sensory images.l

rThe following issues will not be discussed. (1) The various types ofabstraction rvhich some
authors distinguish; cf. the list of six intellectual abstractions in Paul of Venice ( I 504), f. I 55rb: (i)
"actuatio phantasmatis"; (ii) "depuratio", that is, "productio speciei intelligibilis ex phanrasmate
tamquam ex causa ef fect iva";  ( i i i )  "separat io",  leading to a more general  concept;  ( iv)
"specificatio", consisting in the production of "second order" species; (v) "compositio" of
concepts; (vi) "deductio". See also Castaneus (1645),2. who distinguished betr.veen four types of
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What does the agent intellect exactly do rvith the phantasms? Does it merely
reveal their intell igible core or does it process sensory images and (re)
constructs mental content' l I lvi l l  selectively consider viervs developed
betr,veen the l3th centuryr and the beginning of the lTth centuryr, focusrng on
positions which question the need for a (distinct) agent intellect or argue for its
essent ia l  " inact iv i ty"  wi th respect to phantasms. My aim is to reveal
l imitations of the Peripatetical frarnervork for analysing and explaining the
mechanisms involved in conceptual abstraction. The first section brief-ly
surveys developments of Aristotelian noetics and abstraction in Ancient and
Arabic phi losophy. The second sect ion presents a discussion of  some
"positive" accounts on abstraction and the agent intellect, and some "negative"
accounts.

1. Aristotle. Alexander and the Arabs

Aristotle's psychology of cognition is developed along the l ines of an integra-
ted model of perceptual and noetic activity. An object of thought (noeton') is
made present to the mind in virtue of a thought (noema) and this. in turn,
requires an image (phantasma). Aristotle did not have a full-f ledged psycho-
logical or epistemological theory of abstraction. And his use of terms such as
choriston and aphairesls does not entit le us to assume that he had such a

abstraction, namely, "habitualis" (through irrpressed and inherent species), "actualis'' (through the
intellectual act). "cognitiva". and "factiva". (2) irbstraction as an act of the possible intellect (a
position endorsed by. among others. Zabarella and Suarez). (3) The issue of rvhether the final
outcome of abstract ion is an indiv idual  fbrm or species,  or  e lse a universal .  Some i iuthors
distinguished betrveen two moments in the generation of intellectual knorvled,ge. In "first order"
intel lect ion.  a concrete not ion of  a s inguìar essencc is generated: then the intel lecî  is  able to
engender universals.  See Thomas Wil ton (1964),  I  l9;  Gregory of  Rimini  (1979-198.1),  Super t ,
d ist .3.  q.  l ,352: John Bur idan (1518).  f .3ra:  Paul  ofVenice (1503),90vb, and idem (1504).
l37rb;  Lefèvre c l 'Étaples (1525),  221r ' -  Pornponazzi  (1966).  204; Fracastoro (157,{) ,  l29r-v:
Castaneus (16.15),  101: Col le-qium Conimbricense (1616).  307b; Suarez (1856),  122a-28a:
Col legium Complutense (1637).  300a and 307b. (4) The doctr ine of  sensìble and intel l ig ib le
speciesl some opponents ol the species also rcjected the agent intellect: cf. the positions of Olivi
and Durandus (infro'). (5') Only marginally attention rvill be paíd to ìnnatistic accounts of the agent
intcllect.

r Early medieval authors, such as Abelard, John oî Salisbury nnd Hugh of Saint Victor. use
the term "abstractio". resuming Boethius' translation oî aphairesis. but before the rediscovery of
Peripatetic psychology in the West there is no systematic reflection on the role of the agent
intellect in psychological conceptualisation.

t Late 17th-century Scholastic rvorks on psychology show an extensive but often sterile
confiontation with authoritative sources: they no longer succeeded in devising fresh insights or
new methods and approaches for tackling in a novel way the central qucstions handed dorvn by
tradìtion.
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theory. In Aristotle, the term abstraction (aphairesís) is mostly used in logical
contexts, indicating a method of subtraction which isolates objects for
scientific study.a In a mathematical context. Aristotle used the ferm chorizein.5
A brief analysis of three passages from De anima, rvhich are often cited as
evidence that Aristotle held a psychological or epistemological theory of
abstraction, confirms our claim. In the first of these passages the terminology
has a definite ontological sense (429b18-23). In the second (43lb12-19), ir
refers to a set of mathematical entities that are logically isolated and grasped
conceptually through the method of substraction. In the third passage (432a3-
9), the terminology of abstraction refers to a realm of intell igible entit ies
r.vhose mode of being is that of dependence upon sensible substances.

According to Aristotle, knowledge is the grasping of objects with a noetic
status. Sensible forms become noetic objects in virtue of the agent intellect.
The light metaphor for the latter's activity does not support an abstractionist or
acquisit ional account of knowledge. As efficient cause of thinking, the
productive mind illuminates what is already there and makes possible the
generation of mental representations of the external worid in human thought.
No preliminary abstraction is required. The agent intellect actualizes noeta,
that is, it generates or reveals (Aristotle was not clear on this point) the
intelligible core contained in the sensory information. Notice that Aristotle
regarded the relation between phantasm and active mind to be quite
unproblematic, even though there is an overt ontological gap between the two
elements involved.

The roots of the Peripatetic theory of psychological abstraction are in
Alexander of Aphrodisias. In his De anima, Alexander described intellectual
apprehension as separating (chorizein) (cf. Alexander 1887, p. 90, 1 I l) forms
from any possible material circumstance (pp. 84, 87-8). In this rvork,
Alexander concentrated on the capacities of the human (material) intellect. The
latter is capable of abstracting and grasping both material and immaterial
forms. He remained rather vague about the role of the active mind, identified
r.vith the supreme intelligible and first cause, and ensuring the possibility of
intellectual knowledge at a metaphysical level (pp. 88-9). ln De intellectu6,
Alexander attributed a more precise (cognitive) role to the active mind. As an
actually intelligible form the agent intellect enables the material intellect to

o See Cleary ( I 9lì5), pp. I 3-zl5, in particular pp. 36-215 where De anima. l29bl I -23 and llt.7,g
are examined.

5 Also here, however, he spoke of "subtraction", that is, of separation of certain aspects of
sensible bodies in such a way that they can serve as the primary subjects of mathemaîical
attributes.

o The authenticity of this work is challenged by Moraux (1942) and defencled by Bazén
f l973).

12'7
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separate forms from matter. Once actualized by the agent intellect the human
intellect imitates this intellect by knowing, which basically consists in making
material objects intell igible (Alexander 1887, pp. 107-108, 110). At a larer
stage, the human intellect will also be able to capture pure intelligibles (pp.
110-1). Trvo Alexandrian vier,vs became crucial for further developments of
Peripatetic reflection on the agent intellect: (i) the latter's activity may invesr
(also) the potential intellect, leading it to perform its proper activity, and (ii)
abstraction is viewed as an activity of the intellectin habitu (see also Moraux
1942,p. 121f;Bazdn 1973, p. 480).

Arabic accounts of abstraction were developed in the context of a
psychology rvith cosmological dimensions. According to Alfarabi (870-950),
conceptual abstraction is an act of the potential intellect, grounded upon the
separate agent intellect's introducing forms in matter (Alfarabi 1930, pp. 117-
8; cf. Dieterici 1892, pp. xxxi-i i ; Hammui 1928, p. 79; Finnegan 1957, p. 142).
In Avicenna (980-1037), knowledge amounts to a progressive assimilation of
abstracted forms.T Sensory images are a starting point for the process of
genuine knowledge acquisition, rather than a source of cognitive contents. The
most perfect form of knor,vledge is achieved by grasping the (separate) form
independent of the material lvorld. The initial degrees of abstraction can be
unproblematically attributed to the human soul and provide, as it rvere, an
impulse needed for achieving the ultimate degree of abstraction - rvhich is
basically conceived of as the reception of a form originating from the separate
agent intellect.E Averroes (1126-1198) rejected this view of an emanation of
intelligible forms and defined the operation of the agent intellect as "facere
universalitatem in rebus" (cf. Averroes l9-53, p. l2). More specifically, the
agent intellect operates on phantasms by suitably modifying and presenting
them to the material intellect. The actualization of the imagination's intentions
by the separate agent intellect consists in transposing them from one "level" to
another ("de ordine ad ordinem".1.o

t Avicenna ( I 968). pp. I I ,1-20. For Avicenna's doctrine of intellectual abstraction, see also G.
Verbeke, " Introduct ion",  in Avicenna (1968),  p.  46f ;  Mouhamma (1968),  p.  881 Shar i f  ( t963),  p.
492f:  Jabre (198.{) ,  pp.  281-31 l .

8 Avicenna (1972), V.5; on the active intellect in Avicenna, see Daviclson (1972). Also in his
logic, Avicenna presented the view that perceptual acts merely occasion the production of
intelligible forms; cf. Jabre (1984), in particular on pp. 302-6

'Avenoes (1953), pp. 401, 400-8. The transfer "de ordine ad orclinem" remains a central issue
in Peripatetic psychology, also for those rvho do not lollow Averroes; cf., for instance. Duns
Scotus (1950),  Ordinat io,  l iber I .  d ist .  3,q.  1,pp.216-7.
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2. Later accounts of the operatíon oÍ the agent intellect

r29

During the second half of the 13th century, Aristotle's De anima became the
framework for Scholastic doctrines of perception and knowledge. From the
very beginnings of the spread of Aristotelian psychology in the West, the
concept of intellectual abstraction involved reflection on the agent intellect.
Many psychological disputes regarded the nature and (hierarchical) position of
the agent intellect, namely, rvhether it was (i) a part or function of the soul, (ii)
superior with respect to the possible intellect or its form (cf. Alexander de
Hales 1928, II, q. 69, n. 3, a. 3), (i i i) a receptory of innate species or formsr0,
(iv) whether there were two (a divine and a human) agent intellects (Johannes
Peckham 1918, q.  6,73; Roger Marston 1932,p.259),  or  e lse (v)  r ,vhether i t
was to be ident i f ied wirh God.r l

The need for a distinct agent intellect was not generally accepted. Some
authors blurred the distinction between agent and possible intellect, or limited
the agent intellect's operation to a "pura praesentia" or else regarded it as an
idle entity.

Among those rvho regarded the agent intellect as a faculty on its own, there
was no consensus rvhatsoever on its precise functions. For example, the
medieval  master of ,ar ts John of  Jandun (1285/9-1328) acknorvledged his
inability to pinpoint the exact role of the agent intellectr2, while other medieval
and later Scholastic authors simply held that the agent intellect lays the basis
for the entire range of cognitive activit ies.Lr An early 13th-century psycho-

"' During the first half of the I 3th century, the notion of an agent intellect, as incorporating the
ideas ol the things, was rvidely accepted at the Faculty of Arts. Cf. Gauthier (1975), p. 83f. The
background for thrs docrrine is the Neoplatonic theory of knorvledge of Arab authors such as
Alfarabi  and Avicenna, rather than August ine's psychology. In some authors only moral
knorvledge is innate, but an extension to all intelligible forms or species was a quite natural
deveÌopment ol this standpoint. The innatism of fbrms or species rvas rejected by Albert the Great
( I 890-9), vol. XXV. 459b: yet, in his De anima. he did not cxclude the presence of innate species
in the light of the agent intellect. Somc Renaissance Aristotelians, such as, Marcantonio Genua.
advanced an innatistic rnterpretation of the agent intellect in the light of the r? an,ila commentary
of Simpl ic ius.

' For example, see the position of Roger Bacon.
r :  John ofJandun (1587),359: "Omnibus ergo considerat is conf i teor ad praesens me nescire

al iquam necessi tatem huius conclusionis.  quod intel lectus agens ef t ìc iat  speciem intel l ig ib i lem
mediante phantasmate: & vere non apparet mihi quod intellectus agens habet aliquem modum
causalitatis agentis super huiusmodi speciem una cum phantasmate".

'r Sce the meticulous, though rather artificial, overvierv of the multifarious activities of the
agent intel lcct  in Paul  oîvenice (150: l ) ,  137r:  ( l )  the abstract ion of the "quiddi tas" f rom thc
singular thing rvhich is thereby transformed, without separatìng the quidditative essence from its
individual subject. into a possible object for the intellectr (2) the agent intellect lifts the phantasm
Îrom its potential status. and turns it into an actually known content; then (3) it abstracts an
intel l ig ib le species f rom the phanrasm, and del ivers i t  to rhe possible intel lect :  (4)  rhe agent
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logical treatise attributed two operations to the agent intellecî: the abstraction
of species, and their ordering in the possible intellect (cf. Anonymous 1982. p.
5l). This rather unusual characterization of the agent intellect's operations
persisted only during the first decades of that century (see Anonymous 1952,
p. 157); later authors generally assigned discursive activity to the possible
intellect. and narrorved the function of the agent intellect to the illumination of
phantasms and the abstraction of intell igible species (cf., for instance, Albert
the Great 1968, p. 201f.). Some authors endorsed the view thar the agenr
intellect may also be active 

"vith 
respect to the possible intellect. The latter r,vas

supposed to have a double potentiality: its act, in addition to being contingenr
on actualizing species, is dependent on the agent intellect. Thus, one type of
i l lumination is directed tor.vards the phantasms in order to enable them to
generate the intelligible species. rvhile the other one triggers the operations of
the possible intellect once the latter is actualised by the species.ra Here I
concentrate on the operation of the (human) agenî intellect with respect to the
sensory representations, which is usually described as the i l lumination of
phantasms, and more specifically on the issue rvhether this is an "actio positi-
va" (possibly including an "impression" of some sort), an "actio remotiva', or a
"sequestratio", or else whether it is simply superfluous.

Albert the Great and rhomas Aquinas rvere the first Scholastics to develop
a ful l -b lorvn account of  the agent intel lect  on the basis of  rhe avai lable ancient
and Arabic sources. Their view of the agent intellect as causally responsible
for the representation of cognitive content sets the stage for later cliscussions
on mental processing of sensory images. This is discussed in the first
subsection. The issue of the precise activity directed by the agent intellect
tor'vards the phantasms was addressed by most authors who discussed the
problem of mental representation after Thomas' death. The second subsection
presents a sketchy selection of contrasting positions, ranging from attributions

intellect unifies this intelligible species rvith the "quidditas" and the phantasm. In virtue of rhe
fourth operation - so Paul claimed. though \.vithout providing an argument for this remarkable
conclusion the intel lcct  comes to know the quiddi tat ive nature oî  sensible real i ty "per se er
immediate".  For later Scholast ic ism, see Fortunio Licet ì  (1627),  who at  the outset ot 'Book V
(305b).  indiv iduated fbur operat ions of  the act ive mind: ( l )  the product ion of  an image
represent ing the part icular esscnce to the possrble intel lect :  (2)  the creat ion of  a specres
representìng the incomplex universirl nature: (3) the generation of a species that lays the basis for
the possible mind's propositional thought: (4) the causation of a species that grounds syllogistic
reasoning.

ra Alexander Hales (1928),  p.  , {5.{ .  Cf.  Gi les of  Rome ( l -500).  66ra,75ra. ,  idem (1504),  i l ,  q.
22. The idea of  th is second type of  i l luminat ion might be due to Themist ius,  inf luencel  6.
Themistius (1973).22$. in parricular, 235 ancl 2,14. See also Godfiey of Fountaines (191.+), pp.
251-2:  Anonymous (1963),  pp.  62-3.80,275; Capreotus (1589),  177b.
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of a more or less substantive operation to the agent intellect, to theories of an
essentially "inactive" or even non-existinq agent intellect.

2.1.  Abst nrt t i ( )n and i l l  t tnt i t rat iur t

AÌbert's and Thomas' viervs of the agent intellect bear the stamp of the
cosmological and metaphysical approach adopted by the Arabs in matters
psychological. Albert held that the agent intellect or,ves its abstractive power to
the fìrst celestial intell igence.lt Accordingly. the same superior intellect is
ultimately responsible for the (potential) intell igibil i ty of sensible forms
(Albert 1890-99, vol. IX,506a). Thomas argued that by virtue of the "lumen
intellectus agentis", our soul is connected to the "rationes aeternae" (Thomas
Aquinas 1952-1963,I, q. 84. a. 5)., and this in turn means that the human soul
or.ves its "virtus intell igendi" to a higher intellect. namely. to God.rt-The agent
intellect is capable of reconstructing the essential structure of material reality
in virtue ofthe first principles it virtually contains.r'

Albert described the role of the agent intellect as "generare esse
intellectuale" or "facere universalitatem". In his vier'v, detaching potential
intell igibles fiom their particular substrate amounts to reproducing them as
mental contents. Also according to Thomas, the agent intellect "constructs" its
orvn objects, that is. it represents the essential structure of material things as
cognitive objects. By interpreting abstraction as production, Albert and
Thomas circumvented de làcto the problematic implications of this activity as
a mere "unveil ing" of the intell igible core of sensible reality. 'n In Thomas, also
the agent intellect's various operations, such as illumination of phantasms and
abstraction of species' ', must be understood in terms of the constructive
capabil it ies of this intellect.20 By i l lumination the agent intellect assigns a
higher actuality to the contents of phantasy, thus making available the essential

r5 See also l5th-century Albert ists.  such as.  John Hulshout ol  MaÌ inas ancl  Heymeric c le
Campo.

'n Thomas Aquinas (1952-1963),  I ,  q.  79.  a.4:  Thomas (1961).  I .  c.68,570 and I I .  c.77,
l -58.11 Thomas (19641. 127 Quuest io de spir i tLtal ibus crealur i .s,  a.  10.  in Thomas (1953):

Quodlibetun X. q. 4. a. 7c. See also Mundhenk (1980), Anhang Il.
r' ' Thc supposition that iî contains the actual determinations of the intelligibles rvould make

phantasms totally superfluous. Thomas (1959), III, lectio X, 739, and lcctio XIII, 794. Cf. Thomas
Aquinas (  I  952- I  963),  I ,  q.  84.  a.  3-4.

' "  Thomas Aquinas (1952-1963).  t ,  q.79. a.  3.  In the context  ofan extremely hierarchized
noetics, Dietrich of Freiberg stressed the agent intellect's productive role in the generation of
knorvledge d/rd its objects; cf. Dictrich ( I 957), I 85-93. and Dietrich (1971 ). 146-1 .

' ' Initially. rn I)e veriîate, q. 10. a. 8. ad 10, Thomas did not speak of abstraction of intelligible
species. but of the process o1'making species intelligible.

r0 Cf.  Thomas Aquinas (1952-1963).  I ,  q.  79.  a.  3:  the agent intel lect  actual izes the
ìntel l ig ib lcs "per abstract ionem specierum intel l ig ib i l ium".

131
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structure of sensory representations. Abstraction is not aî unveil ing; it is an
actuqlisation or determination of the intelligible potential of sensible contents.
Therefore, cognition is an "assimilatio activa" (Thomas 1959, III, lectio X.
739). The agent intellect's productivity consists in transforming sensory
representational structures into cognitive representations.2r

2.2. The agent intellect and the phantasms

It is most likely that Thomas did not regard illumination and abstraction as
(temporally) distinct stages in the production of intellective cognition. How-
ever, by characterising the former as a necessary condition of the latter22,
Thomas introduced a problem for the future generations, namely what the
agent intellect really "does" with sensory images. Following bishop Tempier's
condemnation rn 1277 many theologians under Augustinian banners sought to
restrain the naturalist encroachments of Aristotelian psychology, regarding the
abstraction doctrine as heterodox. In general, the illumination of phantasms
was supposed to take over the role of intellectual abstraction.2s The agent
intellect processes sensory images in such a rvay that the possible intellect may
acquire mental contents. However, within this framework, the nature of the
illumination and the role of the agent intellect rvere highly controversial.

2.2.1 "Actio posítiyct" and Jormal conjunction

To the best of my knowledge, only a very restricted number of authors, among
whom Jean of Goettingen and Paul of Venice (1369172-1429)24, claimed that
the i l luminaîion of phantasms consisted in the agent intellect ímpressing

" With a daring translation of Thomas' cognitive psychology into a modern terminology, one
might say that the agent intellect digitalizes the rich. but analog ìnformation of sense perception.
See Dretske (1981).

?2 Thomas ( I 952- I 963). I, q. 85, a. I , ad 4um. The notion of the agent intellect as engendering
"universalitatem in rebus" is derived fiom Avenoes; cf. supra. See in this context also ceach
(1960), 18 and l30f: the notion of abstraction in Thomas does not imply that our concepts arise
from a selection of data on the basis of direct sensible exoerience.

:r During the Renaissance, some authors euen heid that intellectual knorvledge is possible
without illuntination. For cxample, Zabarella claimed that the phantasm can move the intellect by
itself, too, that is, even before the illumination by the agent intellect. Unrlluminated sensory
images are received by the possible intellect as "confusae conceptiones" of individual objects. See
Zabarel la (1607),  col .  1013-14, l0zl5-1054, and 1058-61, where Zabarel la argued for direct
knowledge of particular beings. Cf. already Agostino Nifo ( I 55,+), 1 6va: without illumination, the
mind grasps only singulars. See also Burgersdijk (1621), 1 I 8, and Castaneus ( I 645). 10 l.

ra For discussion of Jean of Goettingen (active at the turn of the l3th and l4th centuries), see
Kuksewicz (1968),  p.  132: cf .  Paul  ofVenice (1504).  129va.
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something unto the latter. More generally, the operation of the agent intellect is
defended as an "actio positiva".

Henry of Ghent (1217-1293) was a key figure for the developments of
Peripatetic psychology after Thomas. He argued that a consequence of
Thomas' theory of abstraction is an intolerable determination of the intellect
by the senses. He addressed the problem of intellectual knolvledge in terms of
a new relation between agent intellect and phantasms. Henry postulated that
the only ratio intelligendi is fhe intellect's bare essence2s, and thus the problem
of knowledge acquisit ion assumes a new form: "How can this bare essence
grasp the sensible rvorld?" A crucial precondition, in Henry's view, is that
phantasms must be capable of moving the possible intellect. And this, in turn,
means that they must be transformed into universal entit ies, since their
singularity prevents them from becoming intell igible.26 The universal
phantasm is the sensory image divested of its material and particular aspects.
Once purif ied by the agent intellect, the universal phantasm is capable of
actualising the possible intellect (Henry of Ghent 1520, a. 58, q. 2, l30r: cf.
Henry ofGhent 1985, p.51).

Also Giles of Rome (124311-1316) argued that the agent intellect enabled
the sensory representational devices to produce cognitive contents in virtue of
its l ight (see Giles of Rome 1504, V, q.2l). The il luminarion of the agent
intellect is seen by this Augustinian Hermit as a positive action, that is to say, a
substantive elaboration of sensory information. Therefore, the agent intellect
can be said to produce mental representations, and to contain them virtually
(see Giles of Rome 1500,74va.). In effect Giles'view deprives abstraction of
its effective finction in the process of knowledge acquisition." The spirituai
character confered to phantasms enables the latter to provide the intellect with
an integrated representation of sensory information.

Giles attempted a rapprctchement of Aristotle's and Augustine's cognitive
psychologies.  His mediat ing posi t ion is adopted by other August in ian
Hermits.28 It also recurreci in the work of John Capreolus (i 1444), in other

"  Henry of  Ghent (1613),  q.  1:1.260va: "Pr imo modo dix imus iam. quod intel lectus
quicunque etiam creatus seipso est ratio intelligendi quaecunque intelligit, ìdest, quod essentia sua
nuda est ratio intelligendi quaecunque intelligit, qua procedit ab ipsa active actus intelligendi. ita
quod plus non rcquiritur ex parte intellcctivi. inquantum intellectivum est in actu intelligens". Also
in Olivi the "nuda essentia" is endoued rvith a similar function.

to Hcnry of  Ghent (1613).  v.  q.  14,  262rb.  Thomas. by contrast .  merely took their  materral
chiìracter as an obstacle towards actual intelligibility.

r ' -  See indeed. capreolus (1589).  I89a: " . . .  ergo nul lo moclo intel l ig imus abstrahendo a
phantasmatibus".

r i  Agost ino Tr ionf i  (1270/3-1328).  Thornas of  Strasbourg ( l4rh ccntury) and Alphonsus
Vargas Toletanus (ca.  1300-1366).  Not ice that  in 1287 Gi les '  c loctr inal  thought became canonical
fbr the Augustinian Hermits.
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l5th-century Thomists, and * during the l6th century - in Franciscus sylvester
of  Ferrara (147.1-1528).  Immediate developments of  Gi les '  v iervs on the
generation of knowledge are fbund in authors stressìng the dependence of
human knor'vledge on sensory representations. such as Herveaus Natalis (ca.
l250l60-1323), the 14th-century Averroist John Jandun and his follorvers.

Other authors endorsed a thesis aiready present in Thomas, namely, the
fbrmal conjunction betr'veen agent intellect and phantasm.re The 14th-century
Italian master of arts Taddheus of Parma thought that the relation between
agent intellect and phantasms r'vas analogous to that betrveen celestial
intell igences and their respective bodies: the agent intellect provides sensory
images with "operari", rather than with being. Tacldheus did not clarify,
horvever, horv the agent intellect can come to constitute an "aggregatum" ',vith
the phantasm - that is, horv the agent intellect can be joined qua form to
another agent, and horv they can co-operate (Taddheus of parma 19-5 l, pp.
r  68-9).

Jacopo Zabarel la (  l -533- 1589) developed the thesis of  the formal
conjunction in cornbination rvith the central viervs of the Aegidian school.
Zabarella removed abstraction from the capacities of the agent intellect. the
sole task of rvhich is i l lumination of phantasms. and he denied that the agent
intel lect  operated in the sensory images. Rather.  th is intel lect  jo ins the
phantasm as its form, and this fbrrnal conjunction is rvhat the i l lumination of
the phantasm consists in. Thus enhanced. the phantasm is the object that
moves the possible intellect (.Zabarella 1607, col. 1010-12). By virtue of its
formal union 

"vith 
the agent intellect. the phantasm can impress an intell igible

species; the latîer, in turn, triggers intellectual abstraction, rvhich Zabarella
considered to be a discriminative judgment. The formal conjunction ."vas also
endorsed by the lTth-century Daniel Sennert. rvho argued that this conjunction
moves the mind. generating the intell igible species and, by consequence. the
mental act (Sennert 1633, pp. 659-660).

2.2.2 Ptrre presence

Godfiey of Fontaines (ca. 1250-1306/1309) disavor,ved rhe view rhat rhe agent
intellect can operate on phantasms. He characterized the operation of the agent
intellect on phantasms in terms rvhich avoided any "concrete" contact betrveen
them. Godfrey rejected any positive i l lumination of phantasrns by the agent
intellect. Indeed. rather than elaborating a sensory representation. the agent
intellect operates on the phantasm by removing or separating its features - not

'De ver i tuÍe.  q.20. a.2.  ad 5:  "Quod enim intc l lectus agens habi tu non indigeat ad suam
operationem ex hoc contingit cluod intellcctus a-sens nihil recìpit ab intelÌieibilibus sed magrs suan
fomam eis tnbui t  faciendo ca intel l ic ib i l ia acru".
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realiter to be sure - so as to render its formal core capable of moving the
possible intellect. To explain this point, Godfrey introduced a metaphor.
Consider milk as possessing both colour and taste. Without the influence of
light, milk cannot make itself manifest as r.vhite, but it can still manifest itself
as sweet. When iight is present, milk can be grasped as rvhite without being
perceived as sweet. In the same fashion. Godfrey argued, one may distinguish
between the quiddity of a material thing as it is represented in a phantasm, and
its designation by accidental dispositions (Godfrey of Fontaines 1914, p. 37).
The interaction betr.veen intellect and sensible images in the generation of
mental contents is identif ied rvith a "contactus spiritualis" or "virtualis", by
rvhich the substantial quiddities contained in sensory representations manifèst
themselves.ro And this "sequestratio" of the intell igible essence is the agent
intellect's "facere universalitatem in rebus" (p. 39).

Fenandus Hyspanus (ca. 1400) retained the traditional abstractive termino-
logy (1977. p. 201), but he deprived the agent intellect of any effèctive opera-
tion to perfbrm. The gist of intellectual cognition is a "recipere intentiones rei"
(p. 203). This reception requires only the pure presence of the agent intellect,
which enables the phantasm to move the possible intel lect . r r  As Walter
Burley's (127115-ca. 1346) De potenti is animae (Rurley 197 1, p. 109) seems
to indicate, the same,doctrinal l ine was generally accepted at the beginning of
the lzlth century: the agent intellect enables the form present in the imagination
to cause the "species intell igibil is" (sometimes identif ied rvith the cognitive
actr2) in the possible intellect.

The proper explanation of horv sensory representations are illuminated by
the agent intellect remained a central question in 16th-century Aristotelian
pychology. Caietanus (1468-1534) concluded that the i l luminat ion of  the

30 Godfi'ey of Fontiiines (19lzl). p. 38: "Hoc autem fit quodam contactu spirituali et virtuirli
luminis intellectus agentis, nam supponendum est qì-lod haec cst natura intellcctus agentis quod sua
applicatione ad objectum singulare vel phantasma quodammodo contingat illud sua virtute solum
quiìntum ad id quod pertinet dicto modo ad eius qr"ridditatem substantialem".

r l  Ferrandus Hyspanus (1911),p.216: "Et ic lco non videtur essc ncgandum ipsa phantasmata
al iquam habere disposi t ionem vel  habi l i tatcm ad movere ìntel lectum possibi lem in pracsent i r
intelÌectus agenîis, quam in eius absentia non haberent, supposito etiam quod inrellectus possibilis
esset summe disposi tus.  Hanc autem habj l i tatem seu disposi t ioncm non intel Ì igo <esse \ i r tutem
aì iquam novam immersarn ipsis phantasmat ibus ab ipso intel lectu i ì ,qentc nec generatam, sed
intel l iso> quod sí t  quaedam vigor vel  potent ia naturae intel l ig ib i Ì is  existens ìn phantasmate ad
agendum suam sinrilitudinem acl praesentiam ipsius intellectus agentis. in qua actione ipsa natura
per se non sulTiceret absque praesentia ipsius intellectus agcntis". Cf. pp. 208-9 directed against
Avicenna (1972),  V.5.  See also the posi t ion of  both Gi les of  Rome and Godfrey of  Fonraines.
According to Rist  (1989),  pp.  179 81. in Ar istot le the presence oî the act ive mind is suf Ì ìcìent for
actual iz ing the intel l ìg ibÌes.

r: Ferrandus Hyspanus (1977). p 235. See aÌso the viervs of Peter Olivi. Walter Burley. and
' . :C\pcerJl ly Letevre O h. t i lp les.
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phantasms is different from that of the diaphanum. He suggested that the
appearance of colour may be taken as a model for the illumination of sensory
representations. Now, this illumination, rvhich is qualified as "objective", does
not apply to the rvhole content of the phantasm, but is exclusively aimed at
releasing the "quidditas" contained in it.3r Therefore, the i l lumination may ar
the same time be seen as abstraction.3a The abstracting illumination is like the
daylight that only makes visible the colours of an apple, not its f lavour.35
Caietanus doctrine of an "objective" i l lumination caused a long dispute
concerning the nature of the i l lumination of phantasms, namely, r.vhether the
latter rvas "objective", "radical" (Sylvester of Ferrara) or ,.efTective".16

Crisostomo Javell i (1470 172-ca.1538) shared with Caietanus the view rhat
the agent intellect is unable to impress anything on phantasms. The il lumina-
tion of sensory representations consists simply in the intellect's "assistentia &
praesentia".3T Javell i argued that the position of a ..verè agens,' does not
necessarily imply an "imprimere".rs The agent intellect's pure presence must

tt Henry oî Ghent's alternativc to the doctrine of species rvas based on this idea: cr. supra.
Holvevcr, also Paul of Venice presumed a similar mon.ìent in the cognitive process as preceding
the product ion of the intel l ig ib le species:  see Paul  of  Venice (150.1),  137rb.  Also John Vcrsor
(151'1),  159v, emphasized that the i l luminat ion by the agent intel ìect  regarded not the medium but
the object to be knowr.r.

t t  Caietanus (1514).  36lr :  "Unde in proposi to imaginor quod cum in fantasmate s i t  narura
haec: adveniente lumine jntellectus agentis fantasma illustratur non formaliter: ur draphanum: sed
obiective ut color: qua illustratione splendet atquc relucet in fantasmate non totum quocl est in eo
sed quiddi tas scu natura tamen & non singular i tas i Ì l ius ei  commista:  i ta quod ista r l luminat io est
abstractiva: quia lacit aparerc unum scilicet quod quid est: non apparendo aliud scilicet plncìpium
individuans: ac per hoc splendet in fanîasmate intelligibile in actu: natura scilicet abstrahcns ab hic
& nunc & tale intel l ig ib i le in actu movct inteÌ lcctum possibi lem".  See also 392v-393r and
Caietanus ( l -509),  K5ra:  the agcnt intel lect  actuaÌ izes the,.praeexistens in fantasmat ibus
intelligibiìe in potentia"; and K5vir.

' '5 Caictanus (1514).3ó1r.  Cf.  Caictanus (1509).  K5va: the intel ìcctual  abstracr ion ooes nor
consist in an "expoÌiatio", but in a "relucentia unius & non relucentia alterius". For a similar meta-
phor,  see Godlrey ofFontaines (1914) (analyzed abovc) ancl  Radulphus Br i ro (1973),  pp.  236-7.

'ó col lcgium Conimbricense (1616).291a: " . . .  non quasi  intel lcctus agcns al iquid luminis
phantasmat ibus i rnpr imat:  sed quia tanquam extenìa lux radi j  sui  consort io act ive elcvat
phantasmata ad producendanr speciem intelligibiÌem: in qua colnmuni\ rìatura rcpraesentatur exuta
difTerentijs individualibus. manetque solo intellectu perceptibilis".

r ' -  Javel l i  (1580).6S8b and 690r-b.  The or ig i r r  of th i .  doctnne of thc impression ofa qual i ty on
the phantasms by the agent intellect can be traced to shortly after Thomasl it rvas defended alreaclv
by Jean de Goettìngen. see above.

's Javel l i  (1580).688b: "Ad hoc t l ico quocl  non omne verè agens habet imprimere nlsr  agar
actionc media, qua aliquid perducitur sir.'e imprimitur. secl sulTicit quod ex sui praesentia confcrt
id. cui frt praesensJ & ponit aliquid ex rali praesentia quod cx se non posset'..
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be understood as an abstraction, not involving any real separation, but rather a
"repraesentatio unius non repraesentando aliud".re

Also the Alexandrist Giulio Castellani (1528-1585) held that the (separate)
agent intellect did not do anything rvith or in the phantasm. Castellani
observed that the i l lumination by the agent intellect consists in its "so1a
praesentia". By this presence the sensory representations are detached from
their material conditions, and they become different in nature, that is, they
become immaterial and intell igible.o" The il luminated phantasm incites the
human intellect to grasp the intell igible object (Castellani 1558, 45r-v.).

Simone Porzio (1496-1554) rejected the idea that the agent intellecr is a
"real", i.e. a physical motor. In his analysis of the relation between agent
intellect and phantasm, Porzio emphatically stated that terms like "motor,
motum, & materia" apply to the cognitive process only "metaphorice".u'
Indeed, in contrast to what the Latins thought, the agent intellect is not an
"agens reale" l ike heat. for example, but rather an "agens i l luminans". The
agent intellect moves the phantasm "per simil itudinem" (Pomponazzi 1970,
35vb.) .

2.3. The agent intellect questioned

Will iam of Auvergne (ca. l l80-1249) is one of the first 13th-century authors
to criticise Aristotelian noetics. William challenged the notion of an intellect
that is at once "agens" and "recipiens" (Will iam of Auvergne 1614, vol. I,
318). The indivisibil i ty of the human soul is the basic tenet of his arguments
against the distinction betrveen possible and agent intellect, purporting to shor,v
that the latter, -"vhen vierved as a faculty of the hurnan soul, is superfluous (cf.
Wi l l iam of Auvergne \674, on l22a-b;205a-210a).  Subsequent ly,  many
Franciscan authors, including Bonaventura, tended to blur the distinction
betrveen possible and agent intellect in the context of Augustine's vrew on
ratio. Bonaventure neither took the agent intellect as totally actual nor the
possible intellect as straightforwardly passive. Indeed, the complete act of the
agent intellect depends upon sensory infbrmation, while the possible intellect

}Javel l i  (1580),689a. See also the concept ion of i l luni inat ion as proposed by Godf iey of
Fontaincs, rvhich rvas to return in Radulphus Brito and rvhich rvas also referred to by Caietanus.

* ' '  Castel lani  (155t3), :15r:  ' ' . . .  eodem sanè modo intel lectus Alens universalcm fblmam in
phantasrnate à s ingular ium condi t ionibus adumbratam suo i l lustrans splendore.  idque sola
praesent ia praestans. eam minime gigni t .  sed solùm intel l ig ib i lem eft ìc i t ,  estque ut  habirus quidam
pìiantasmat is.  qui  non verè agi t .  sed est  solùm agendi  rat io, . . . " .  See also 70r:  " . . .  quamquam
intellectus Agens. qucm Deum asserimus, in nobis incst. suique praesentia phiìnîasnlata illuminat".

"'Sec also Caietanus theory ofan "objectivc" illumination and his exhoftation to pay atteÌrtion
to thc signifìcation of the "vocabula" used.
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may be regarded as passive only in its connection rvith the body.a2 Its
passivity, however, is not absolute: assisted by the agent intellect, the possible
intellect processes the phantasms, thus abstracting species and ultimately
grasping the essence of sensible objects (Bonaventura ,l885: 

In 11 Senr., dist.
24,  l ,  a.2. ,  q.  4,  569).

Peter Olivi (1248-1298) pointed our rhat Augustine did not speak of an
active mind, thereby suggesting the consistency of a cognitive psychology
dispensing with any sharp distinction betrveen active and receptive faculties of
the human mind. Olivi argued that no such distinction is possible: any crisp
relation between a possible and an agent intellect induces an undesirable
hierarchy between them (Peter Olivi 1926. vol. II, p. a5S). Before reaching rhis
conclusion, olivi stated a number of philosophical objections against the
possibil i ty of interactions between agent intellect and phantasm. In the
production of intell igible species, the agent intellect is generally supposed to
il luminate sensory images. When delivered to sensory representations, so Olivi
observed, this l ight must either preserve or lose its spirituality. The latter case
is to be excluded, because the i l lumination rvould be causally inert; only trvo
problematic interpretations are possible of the former case. Either the
il lumination is ontologically detached from the subject it inheres in. or the
agent intellect communicates its intellectual being to the receiving subject
(Peter Ol iv i  1926, vol .  I I ,  pp.457-8).  To ignore these di f f icul t ies,  s imply
accepting the i l lumination of the phantasms as unproblematic, is of no avail,
for various thorny problems invest the causal aspects of the interaction
betrveen active mind and sensory images. The phantasm cannot be the material
cause of the intell igible species, because a material cause inheres in its effect.
Nor can it be the effìcient cause, because the latter is to be identif ied rvith the
agent intellect. and a simple effèct such as the intell igibie species cannot be
caused by trvo different causes. A similar argument undermines the possibility
of a synergy betrveen agent intellect and phantasm in terms of principal and
instrumental cause. Finally, one may suppose that the agent intellect introduces
a disposition in the phantasm so that it can cause the intell igible species. This
hypothesis does not solve the issue, for it implicit ly assumes that the agent
intellect is capable of producing the species on irs or,vn (Peter Olivi 1926. vol.
I I .  pp.459-60).

Also Durandus of Saint PourEain (ca. 1210-1332) argued that there is no
need for the agent intellect. The necessity of an agent intellect r,vas generally
justified on the ground that it carries out an indispensable operation regarding
either the phantasms or the possible intellect (Duranclus of Saint pourEain
151 I,L dist. 3, q.5,27ra). Durandus argues that in both cases this operation is

'r lt is clear that Bonaventure consìderecl both intellects as knorvinI faculties.
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superfluous. The a-eent intellect cannot perform an operation on sensory
images fbr various reasons. (1) Being an immaterial entity, it cannot impress
on phantasms rvhat supposedly enables them to move the possibie intellect, for
this impression r.vould inevitably become material upon reception by the
phantasm. (2) The agent inteilect cannot abstract species or forms from
sensory representations. because an abstraction is either real or logical. and a
contradiction follor'vs on either account. The former type of abstraction
concerns actual  ent i t ies,  lvhich the intel l ig ib le species are not:  in fact ,
accidents cannot be abstracted, "... quia forma non migrat de subiecto in
subiectum". And an "abstractio secundum rationem" can be carried out only
by knorving entit ies rvith respect to known things, whereas phantasms are not
knolvn, and the agent intellect is not a knolving faculty (Durandus of Saint
Pourqain 1571. I .  d ist .3,  q.5,27ra-b).  Moreover,  there is no sat isfactory
expianation of horv the agent intellect isolates the "quidditas" fiom material
conditions. (3) There is no sound analogy bet'nveen, for example. the l ight
enabling colour to move the por.ver of sight and the agent intellect enabling, by
its mere presence, sensory representations to move the possible intellect:
colour has in itself the capacity to move the porver of sight.

Dur ing the Renaissance, Agost ino Ni fo (146911O- 1-538) referred to
Durandus. Rightly, according to Nifo. the lattcr played down the role of the
agent intellect as indispensable cognitive facuity. because the agent intellect
causes neither something in the phantasms nor a species or a notion in the
possible intellect. The iigent intellect is a "virtus agens" only insofar as it is
"medium disposi t ivum quo anima recipi t  species universal i ter  repraesen-
tativas". or. more precisely, a "dispositio qua phantasmata agant in ipsum
intellectum nostrum".tt Nifo discussed and rejected six opinions of "iuniores",
besides that of John of Jandun. on intellectual abstraction.* Then he described
abstraction as an operation of the possible intellect, regarding the task of the
agent intellect as principally "eductio" or "translatio" (Nifb 1553, 208ra). In
accordance with his approval of Durandus, Nifo denied that the agent intellect
is able to do anything in or rvith the phantasm (208rb-va). The aforementioned

"  Ni fo ( l -553).  l76rb:  horvever ' .  in Ni fb (1554).53rb.  the spccìcs product ion n,as st i l l
u l t r ihutcJ lo thc i lqrnt  intc l lceL.

* s" i fb (1553).207vb 208ra:  ( l )  enabl ing the phantasm îo mÒve the possìble intel lect  by
pur i ty ing i t ;  (2)  product ion of  thc intel l ig ib le species f rom the pl Ìantasm: (3) thc generat ion of  a
more general concept in base of less eeneral ones; (.1) production of sccond intentions: (5) forming
composed concepts fbrnr s imple ones: (6) knorvìcdge of  thc cause in v i r tue of  cogni t ion oî  the
effects.  According to Ni lo.  Jandun postulatcd a doublc abstract ion:  the actual isat ion of  the
intc l l ig ib les by the agent in le l lect .  and the possible intel lect 's operat ions regarcl ing previously
acquired intbrmation.
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role of the agent intellect as "medium dispositivum" can nolv be specified
more precisely: it prepares the soul to the reception of universal intentions.a5

There rvere other Renaissance authors who no longer accepted the traditio-
nal, sharp distinction betr'veen a passive, knowing intellect on the one hand,
and an active, un-knorving intellect on the other. Charles Bovelles (1419-1553
or 1567) described the active intellect as a knowing faculty, and the potential
intellect as a storing faculty. He thus reversed the classical Peripatetic cloctrine
that drew a distinction between an agent, not-knolving, intellect and of a
receptive one that eflèctively knorvs.a' phitipp Melanchthon argued that
abstractive knowledge is grounded on the information stored in memory
(Melanchthon 1846, p.  la5).  By consequence, he assigned intel lectual
abstraction not to the agent but to the possible intellect.aT The former is seen as
"poeta" or "inventor" (p. 1a8), i.e. as a creative principle that divides,
composes and discovers, whereas the latter unfolds its abstractive activity on
the basis of mnemonic contents already present in the soul.a8 Followers of the
simplician interpretation of Peripatetic psychology, such as Marcanronio
Genua (1491-1563) and Marc'Antonio Mocenigo (fL. 1559), conceived of the
agent and possible intellect as two moments of the self-same entity, namely as
"intellectus manens" and "intellectus progressus", respectively. The intellect is
agent when it actualizes intell igibles from its own potentiality and then
apprehends them. The intellect is a possible intellect whenever it is not capabie
of representing its own contents. Julius Caesar Scaliger blurred the distinction
betrveen possible and agent intellect. regarding the cognitive act as an
operation of the knowing and acrive intellect (Scaliger 1576, 95 1). Hence, it
became inevitable that mind should be detached from any process of
actual izat ion conceived in terms of  Ar istotel ian physics.  Al though he
attributed the generation of the cognitive act to the agent mind, piccolomini
(1523-1607) held that  the possible and the agent intel lecr or mind are
essentially one (Piccolomoni 1597. 1235). He believed that it is the same
intellect that is touched by the phantasms and that actually judges its affections

t5 Nifo (1553), 208va: "... intellcctus ergo agens non agit secl afTicit animam, ut reciprat rerum
universales intent iones";  see also 208r,b:  "ergo vir tus dic i tur  intel lectus agens: per quanto est
dispositio- qua phantasmata in intcllectum nostrum agant',.

' "  L iber c le inrel l ( ( tu.  in Bovel les ( l -510).9r ' ;  see also l3v and l7r .  A s imi lar  posrt lon was
found in some medieval authors. otìen combinecl rvith a hierarchìcal. NeoplatonicalÌy inspired.
conception of thc relation beîrveen possible and agent intellect. and ofîcn rvith a tbrm oî natrvrsm
rvith regard to contentsl cî. in particular Albert ancl l.ris follolvers.

tr Already Alexander of Aphrodisias attr;buted the abstraction to the intellect "in habitu": cf.
s upra.

+r Melanchthon ( i8 '16),  p l4u:  "Hunc ai t  abstrahere a phantasmat ibus. Id est .  h ic celer i ter
obiecta contèrt, signa qr.racrit, er signis causas aut effèctus. collationes, allusiones, et incle eligit
quod est  apt issimum".
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(Piccolomont 1591,1226 and 1309). The Dutch Franco Burgersdijk (1590-
1635) questioned the need for an agent intellect, and concluded that the
intellect may be called "agens" insofar as it generates concepts after being
informed by the species (Burgersdijk 1621 . I l8- 1 I 9).

Also Suarez relativized the distinction betrveen agent and possible intellect,
assigning to the latter the central role in the cognitive process, and regarding
the former as a mere dispositional power.'n Suarez qualified the operations of
the agent and the possible intellect as "transiens" and "immanens", respective-
ly (Suarez 1856, IV. c. 8, 741a.). The possible intellect surpasses rhe agenr
intellect in excellence: by producing the species, the agent intellect realizes
only the preliminary conditions under which intellective cognition can take
place, rvhile this form of cognition as such depends on the possible intellect
alone. The active mind provides the intell igible species: as natural agent it
must repair a "defect" in the primary object of cognition, namely its
materiality.50 The agent intellect serves an indispensable instrumental
functionsr, because in its "operari" the human intellect depends on the senses.
Once it has been informed, the possible intellect may attend to the various
aspects of the information conveyed by the species.

A radical dismissal of the agent intellect is found in the lTth-century
schoolman Ildephonsgs Peflafiel (fl. 1655), rvho argued that human cognition
requires divine intervention. Pefrafiel proved this as follorvs: if the objects are
unable to produce intelligible species by themselves, then a partial cause such
as the agent intellect is of no avail.s2 Only God can repair the "improportio" of
material objects (Peflafiel 1655,591a-b; cf. 594a and 595a).

3. Conc:lusion

Peripatetic psychology of cognition was based on the view that the properties
of things that are relevant for conceptual abstraction are not pre-given.
Aristotle and most of his follorvers believed in the existence of a mental ability
for conceptualization on the basis of sensory signals received from the

" 'Suarez (1856),  IV,  c.  8.  However,  a l ready Thomas regarded the possible ìntel lect  as the
only know ing intellect.

5n Suarez (1856),74,+b. In this context Suarez polemizcrt rvith Nifo, De intellectu, tr. IV, c. 2l
(containing an exposition of Averroes' vierv of the possible and agent intellect).

sr According to Suarez, the agent intellect is tìrst of all a "technician'; for the agent intellect as
"art i fex",  see Thomas Suuon (1977),  p.  466, and Taddheus ofParma (1951),  p.  145.

5:  See Pef iaf ie l  (1655),591b-59.1a, for  the c lassic arguments against  the possibi l i ty  of  a
cooperation between agent intellect and phantasm. The various proposals for a cooperation
between agent intellect and phantasm all beg the question, presupposing as they do what should be
demonstrated, narnely, the need for an agent intellect.

t4ì
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environment. The intellect can grasp the essential structures of the physical
world from information that is included in the phantasms. The essences are to
be isolated in virtue of an interaction of the active aspect of mind l,vith sensory
representations. In his De ttnimo, Aristotle did not unequivocally state.
however, whether the agent intellect generated. reconstructed or else simply
revealed the intelligible core of natural reality.

The formidable diff iculties that the notion of intellect as efficient cause
produced, might be described as dilemmas resulting from the application of the
Aristotelian theory of change and its causes to the process of intellection. In
Aristotle's vierv, psychology r,vas a chapter of natural philosophy, and rvas
accordingly developed rvith the conceptual tools of physics, such as, matter
and form. potency and act .  Ar istot le 's natural ist  approach to matters
psychological, however, allowed for the possibil i t ies of non-physical changes,
the existence of matterless forms. and an immaterial intellect. Yet. the
Peripatetic conceptual framework did not provide the appropriate tools for
determining the precise status of mechanisms involved in the formal mediation
of intellectual knor'vledge. Indeed. some problems resisted a satisfactory
solution. One of them regarded the interaction betrveen agent intellect and
phantasms. The hypothesis that the mind processes sensory representations in
order to grasp their (intell igible) content seeins to involve a leap over an
unbr idgeable gap. Hor.v can the immater ia l  mind relate to sensible
representat ions? What "does" the agent intel lect  exact ly do with the
phantasms'l And ',vhat about the problematic notion of a "hidden" presence of
cognitive objects in sensory representations?

Proponents of the agent intellect stressed that the role of mental agency in
the acquisit ion of knorvledge cannot be ignored. Mental content is not
intrinsic. The majority of the Peripatetics conceived of cognition chiefly in
terms of a protluctioiz of the human mind, rather than the result of a
progressive unveil ing of physiologically embedded contents. The mind
processes sensory images, rather than extracting something from them. In
general, horvever, they failed to give a detailed account of how the active mind
operates on the phantasm, and did not go beyond the claim that the co-
operative effort of these trvo agents must be explained in terms of an
"aggregatum" of form and matter.

Admitting the agent intellect did not entail that general knowledge was
gained only by abstraction. Aristotle did not endorse a psychological theory of
abstraction. Moreover. many of his followers thought that the illumination of
phantasms r.vas sufîcient for the possible intellect to grasp the intelligible core
of sensory images. In their view, the cognitive act is no longer caused by an
agent intellect and received by a knor,ving intellect. The agent intellect merely
filfils the preconditions for mental acts. The authors r,vho endorsed this vier.v
did not agree, horvever, on the nature of the illumination. After îhe rediscovery
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of Aristotle in the west, a long series of controversies developed on the issue
rvhether this i l lumination was more or less "substantive" or whether it simolv
consisted in the agent intellect's "pure presence".

Authors defending a substantive operation emphasized that the agenr
intellect exerts a positive action "torvards" the phantasm, rvhich is not merely
"remotiva" or "sequestrativa". They supported this view (vith the follorving
claims. A purely "removing" i l lumination does not enable the phantasm to
move the possible intellect. If the phantasms cannot receive anything from the
agent intellect, then one is forced to assume that they are capable on their oln,
as sensory images, of moving the possible intellect. Granted that the agent
intellect is an "agens per se", then it must produce a positive effect.

The advocates of the "pure presence" vier,v stressed the fact that in the
process of illumination by the agent intellect, nothing can be impressed upon
the phantasms. Indeed, it is a basic renet of Aristotelian physics that accidents
cannot be shifted from one substrate to another. Moreover, a spiritual entity
cannot be received by a material entity. But even granting this possibil i ty, the
impression received in the phantasm would necessarily become material and
singular, thereby dissipating its efficacy. A spiritual agent can change a
material subject only by a "motus localis", and the latter is not to be ascribed
to the agent intellect. These difficulties, ruling out the possibility of impressing
a form in phantasms, led many authors to the conclusion that the agent
intellect's action consists merely in its presence.

The attacks of Peter Olivi. Durandus of Saint Pourgain, and other authors
against the agent intellect purported to show that the idea of an organizing
system and of something out there to be organized is indefensible on
philosophical grounds. Though not rejecting Aristotelian psychology of
cognition tout court, they revealed limitations of its conceptual framework.
They did not challenge the idea of an active mind as such; rather, they argued
that knorvledge did not presuppose the existence of a distinct active mental
faculty processing sensory information. Accordingly, they held that the
intellect can grasp the universal nature immediately in the phantasms or else
developed an internalist (Augustinian) psychology of cognition.
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Universitv of Rome "La Sapienzo"
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